
AIMS was born as a concept a while before it took this name! At a 

meeting of 35 marathon directors from 30 countries at the Sheraton 

Hotel in New York on October 26, 1981, an alliance was formed, 

initially called the International Race Directors Association. Among 

other things, they discussed the establishment of a Marathon World 

Championships. In order to continue the discussion of organizational 

issues, further meetings were arranged at the Honolulu Marathon in 

December 1981 and at the London Marathon in May 1982.

At the race directors‘ meeting held at the Princess Kaiulani Hotel 

in Honolulu from December 10 - 11, 1981, the participants received 

the proposed bylaws of the international marathon organization to be 

established.



 e participants agreed that the proposed name, Directors of Internatio-

nal Marathon Events Society, and the acronym DIMES “has to go”.  e race 

directors accepted the name Association of International Marathons with the 

acronym AIMS as the new name. 

A steering committee was also appointed to examine the feasibility of a World 

Circuit.  e idea from Montreal Marathon Race Director Serge Arsenault for 

a World Circuit was that these races should be organized in  ve geographical 

regions: America, Africa, Asia-Oceania and Europe (divided into two zones). 

 e best runners would run three marathons each year over a two-year period, 

so they would run in all zones over the course of this period.  ey would receive 

points according to their times and rankings, and an overall marathon world 

champion would be determined, with the champions being awarded at the end 

of each second year.

 e Steering Committee would become the future Board of Directors of 

AIMS. In Honolulu, the participants had already agreed on many points, which 

would later form the basis for the future organization. Will Cloney from Boston 

was the moderator in Honolulu. AIMS was to consist of events over the stan-

dard marathon distance (42,195km or 26 miles and 385 yards). An international 

marathon was described as a race in which at least one runner from a country 

other than the marathon host country participated.

New York race director Fred Lebow argued that other types of events could be 

included once AIMS was fully organized.  e initial membership fee was set at 

$1000 for full members and $500 for associate members.  erea er, the annual 

membership fee was set at half of these fees. Individual memberships were $100. 

It was decided that the Association would be non-pro  t and that the founding 

meeting of AIMS would be held in London in May of the following year.

 e ensuing months were  lled with plenty of correspondence, but the idea 

for a World Circuit was  nally dropped. It is quite interesting that this idea has 

been revived today in the form of a joint initiative of the World Marathon Ma-

jors of London, New York, Chicago, Boston, Berlin and Tokyo.

Between the meetings in Honolulu and London, there was an ad hoc meeting 

of the Steering Committee on April 20, 1982, in connection with the Boston 

Marathon. In the meantime, the statutes for AIMS were being prepared for the 

founding congress in London, which was held at the Park Lane Hotel from May 

6-7, 1982.  e 61 participants included Horst Milde (Berlin Marathon) and 

Wolfram Bleul (Frankfurt Marathon), both from Germany.

Will Cloney (Boston) was elected President, Chris Brasher (London) Vice 

President, Andy Galloway (Hamilton, NZ) Secretary/Treasurer. Appointed to 

the board were Hiroaki Chosa (Fukuoka), Serge Arsenault (Montreal), George 

Courmouzis (Athens), Kathrine Switzer (Avon), David Benson (Honolulu), 

Anders Olsson (Stockholm), Elpidio Dorotheo (Manila) and Jose Werneck (Rio 

de Janeiro); Vince Regan (Manchester) was appointed Press Offi  cer.

 e idea behind these appointments was that the board should include repre-

sentation from every part of the world. Rules and regulations were established 

and AIMS started out as  e Association of International Marathons, later to 

include other road racing distances. It was agreed that regular meetings would 

be held approximately every eighteen months to coincide with a member‘s 

marathon at that time and to allow for geographical distribution of meetings. 

It was also decided that each elected president could serve a maximum of three 

consecutive terms.  us, AIMS was established and was ready to function as an 

international marathon organization.



When sports were barely represented in the 1981 Prussian Exhibition in Berlin 

(West), G. Steins criticized: „A stale a ertaste remains that sport, which today 

organizes more than 17 million people in the Federal Republic of Germany and, 

in addition, is pursued by countless others outside of clubs, was not included 

by the “guardians of culture” in the traditional concept of culture and was not 

appreciated as a signi  cant cultural form of behavior or social phenomenon.”

In the preparations for Berlin‘s 750th anniversary celebrations, sport and its his-

tory were being ignored once again. In addition, the Berlin Senator for Culture 

had responded negatively in a report on the overall concept for Berlin‘s future 

cultural off erings, as he considered a museum focused on sport and medicine 

to be unfeasible. At the end of 1984, it was leaked from East Berlin that a special 

exhibition on physical culture and sports was to be set up there for the anni-

versary of Berlin in 1987. On January 23-24, 1985, the cultural committee for 

the German Gymnastics Federation gave the green light for an exhibition on 

175 years of the gymnastics venue Turnplatz Hasenheide, which was conceived 

by the author and was to be on display in 1986 and 1987. Two days later, the 

author wrote an appeal „Doesn‘t the sporting city of Berlin have a history?“ 

with the central statements: „It is striking that an essential part of social life, 

namely sport, should not receive suffi  cient historical recognition. ... Following 

an outstanding sports history exhibition in Berlin in 1987, the goal should now 

be to create a representative Berlin Museum of Sport.“  is appeal was made 

on January 27, 1985, by H. Milde to a number of sports functionaries, together 

with an invitation to join a working group on sports history on February 6, 

1985. Meanwhile, G. Steins held a discussion with the museum representative 

for the State of Berlin on January 31, 1985, about possible subsidies for planned 

sport-history activities. However, the response to the resulting parliamentary 

inquiry was very vague and cautious.  e working group on sports history then 

resulted in the Berlin State Sports Association setting up an ad hoc commission 

on sports exhibition projects, which met for the  rst time on April 19, 1985. 

Finally, with the help of this commission, the exhibition Sport in Berlin. From 

a Knights‘ Tournament to City Marathon was opened in the Kunstforum (Art 

Forum) at the Grundkreditbank.

In September 1985, the third AIMS World Congress took place in Berlin at 

the Hotel International, parallel to the Berlin Marathon. On this occasion, an 

exhibition on running was supposed to be on display in the shop windows of 

a well-known department store on Kurfürstendamm during the 1985 Berlin 

Marathon. With the help of race director H. Milde, requests for loans were sent 

out all over the world starting in April 1985, and G. Steins penned a concept for 

the exhibition. Unfortunately, due to personnel changes in the management of 

the department store, the running exhibition in the  nish area of the Berlin Ma-

rathon could not take place. Instead, all the loans and donations on the sport of 

running that were received were used for the 1987 exhibition From the Knights‘ 

Tournament to the City Marathon. At that time, there was not yet a signi  cant 

pool of running artifacts, so about 95% of the exhibited objects were borrowed.

At the very last moment, we acquired the pastel-chalk work by Elke Kirs-

taedter, who le  her landscape depictions to re  ect artistically on the Berlin 

Marathon, which took place on October 4, 1987. At the opening of the Sport in 

Berlin exhibition in the Kunstforum of the Grundkreditbank on November 5, 

1987, this fresh work was hung in the exhibition. Over the course of the exhibi-

tion, together with H. Milde, the idea was developed to bring together art and 

running objects of all kinds in an annually expanding Marathon Gallery and to 

establish this Marathon Gallery as the nucleus of a (West) Berlin Sports Muse-

um.  e pastel chalk work was purchased by the Milde family; it was displayed 





on the marathon programme in 1988; the creation of the Marathon Gallery was 

announced; and the collection was increased annually by one work of art until 

1995.

When the East German sports collection was transferred to the Berlin Sports 

Museum by the Berlin City Council on October 1, 1990, it had a library stock that 

 lled approx. 110 linear meters, 72,772 sports photographs and negatives, approx. 

6,000 documents and approx. 8,800 other artifacts of various kinds. By the end 

of 2019, the library had about 110,000 artifacts (up 12.5 times!) of various kinds, 

the photo archive grew to about 1.5 million sports photographs and negatives 

(up 20.6 times!), and the library now extends over 1,170 linear meters (up 10.6 

times!). In addition, since October 3, 1990, running materials of all kinds have 

been solicited in a targeted manner and have been collected since 2015 under the 

umbrella of the Marathoneum.

From the 17th Berlin Marathon in 1990 to the 20th Berlin Marathon in 1993, 

the Berlin Sports Museum presented smaller exhibitions of posters, running 

objects and works of art at the Marathon Expo.

Berlin is especially a city of running: with the  rst cross-country and street 

races initiated around 1900, long-distance running found an important home in 

Berlin, and numerous initiatives for German and international running origina-

ted here.  e Berlin Cross-Country Run (since 1964) and the Berlin Marathon 

(since 1974) successfully continue these traditions and today are among the most 

renowned running events.  e Berlin Sports Museum‘s philosophy therefore na-

turally also re  ects a museum of running! For this reason, the  rst major running 

exhibition, entitled QuerStadtein! - From Cross-Country Run to Berlin Marathon 

was organized in the Berlin State Archives from September 19 to December 7, 

1994.

A er that, the Berlin Sports Museum was called the AIMS Mara-

thon - Museum of Running.  e cooperation with AIMS turned out 

to be very successful: In January 2008, a top-class AIMS delega-

tion visited the Berlin Sports Museum/AIMS Marathon Museum 

of Running, was convinced by the work being done, and handed 

over a cheque for $10,000. In the summer of 2008, another $10,000 

was donated and at the same time an annual donation of the same 

amount was pledged. Since then, the AIMS Marathon Museum of 

Running has continuously received running artifacts of all kinds 

from all over the world and has become a magnet for numerous 

experts from the marathon world.

 e Marathoneum includes about 2,500 posters, 1,500 T-shirts, 2,200  nisher 

medals and 1,600 accreditation cards from races around the world. In the library 

there are more than 95 German and English-language running magazines.  e 

total stock of the collections is deposited and recorded on approx. 340 meters 

of shelves in two large deposit rooms in the Berlin Sports Museum according to 

museological rules. Special treasures of the museum include: the extensive and 

magni  cent English language collection of Dr. David Martin (Atlanta/USA): the 

collections of Henryk Paskal (Poland); Wim Verhoorn (Netherlands); Werner 

Sonntag (Germany); as well as the estate of the four-time marathon winner Max 

Wils (Berlin).








